Would you like a solution that allows your customers to order orthotics from you more easily, and contains the prescription and geometry to make them?

OrderManager allows your practitioners to place orders for custom orthotic insoles and manages your design and manufacturing workflow, from receipt of order through to delivery.

OrderManager allows practitioners to place orders from within OrthoModel as soon as the scan is completed. Your manufacturing staff can immediately see the scan files in their OrthoModel desktop, design the orthotic, create the toolpath with OrthoMill and send it to the NC machine (router).

OrderManager is an open, cloud-based system that is integrated with OrthoModel and OrthoMill so that users never have to leave their desktop.

“OrderManager has made our life a lot simpler”

Susan Rawles, Foot Solutions
Visibility
OrderManager shows how many orders or jobs are at each step, so that you can manage your workload.
OrderManager allows staff in your manufacturing centre to manage the workflow from order approval through design to NC manufacture and dispatch.

Simplicity
As soon as the order is placed, your technicians can see it within OrthoMill and send it to the NC machine (router).

Security
Secure, encrypted communication is used by OrderManager and the WebShop. You can add users and manage security.

Ease of use
Your customers can graphically specify the required orthotic, select attributes and add text to create the prescription.

Keep customers informed
Practitioners are notified by email when orders are received, dispatched or if there is a problem.

Management Reporting
A range of management reports are provided as standard, and the Report Designer can be used to create new reports.

To learn more about OrderManager, contact us via www.autodesk.com/footwear